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Data from images and spectra recorded using the CMos cameras of the 

IAP experiments run at Indian Valley (Idaho- 17h27 UT) and with other 

Imaging exp- ts run in Oregon (17h12), Idaho (17h24), Wyoming

(17h36) and Missouri (18h12)

by 

Serge Koutchmy, Frederic Baudin, Jean Mouette, John Stefan, Olivier Urtado, 
Shahin Abdi, Xavier Jubier, Philippe Lamy, Nicolas Lefaudeux, Jean- Marc 
Lecleire, Christian Nitschelm, François Sevre, Ehsan Tavabi, and Christian 

Viladrich

Institut d’Astrophysique de Paris- CNRS and UPMC; IAS- Orsay, LAM Marseille, Antofog. Univ 
Chili and NJTI (USA)

with deep and less deep spectroscopic analysis
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The IAP team operated from a ranch in Idaho….. 

see the movie by Jean Mouette 

Extracted  
from the movie
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Science at total solar eclipses: 

- “Contacts” Astrometry (timing; positioning), lunar profiles, light 
curves and solar diameter measurements

- Gravitational starlight deflection (effect Einstein)

- High resolution Imaging and Polarimetry of  the Corona; 
Dynamics of  Structures (motions); Plasma Densities, 

Temperatures, Magnetic Fields; relation to Solar Activity Cycle

- Spectroscopic Analysis of  i)the low FIP Tmin region; ii)the high 
Chromosphere; iii)the inner and the intermediate Corona. 

Composition, Turbulence, Flows.

-Support to Space Experiments: Absolute Calibration, 
complementary Diagnostics
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“Contact” Astrometry (timing; positioning), lunar profiles, light curves 
and solar diameter measurements

SOT (Hinode mission) filtergram- extreme limb
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Astrométrie des contacts, profils lunaires, courbes de lumière et 

diamètre du Soleil

The Lunar profile at 

our site, from  

Xavier Jubier 
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Near the contact C2 
(J. Mouette fast imaging)

Single image near C3 

(Xavier Jubier)

Single image near C2

(Nicolas Lefaudeux)
The blue layer could be due to the low FIP emission 

lines from a “mesosphere” between the photosphere 

and the chromosphere; better evaluated using fast 

slit-less spectroscopic analysis
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Multi- sites project for measuring the variations of  the Sun diameter

Light curves 

made with 

high precision
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Implications for climatology (irradiance 

variations) and the global warming by 

CO2 increase

Recent results and our 

2010- 2016 eclipse results.

Historical results show 

no conclusive results 

regarding variations  

Possible variations 

correlated 

with the Solar Cycle:

+/- 45 msec amplitude

or +/- 40 km on the Sun
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Gravitational starlight deflection (effect Einstein)

Déviation des rayons lumineux (effet Einstein)

One century old 
observational problem

1st exp-t “Eddington 1919” was “poor” 

Many attempts at eclipses since 1920; 

instrumental, atmospheric and noise  effects,  

including systematic errors …

IAP exp-t F 3m with neutral radial filter 

at the 1973 total eclipse in Tchad
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The “Potsdam Obs.” method  

was used by Don. G.  Bruns (2017) 

miniaturized F540 mm equipment  

maximum precautions

(excellent modern attempts)

in Wyoming
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px of  2”047 of  a CCD 16 bits with a color filter near 630 
nm 

Focus of   543 mm leads to a theoretical (Einstein) 
deflection of  2.5 micron at r= 2Rs (close to the px size)
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Final results (excellent)

can be disputed: 

inner corona stars (2)  

not “well” used...
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-High resolution Imaging and Polarimetry of  

the Corona and Structure; Dynamics of  

Structures (motions); Plasma Densities, 

Temperatures, Magnetic Fields; relation to 

Solar Activity Cycle

Multi- site exp-t(s) to compare images; 
Very High resolution imaging with  Fourier spatial filtering 
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The inner corona observed from a site in Missouri (18h12) 

Image processed to show fine details (Moon displaced to the North)

Observation and processing by 

Jean-Marc Lecleire
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Best reconstructed W-L image of  the corona by Nicolas Lefaudeux (from Oregon 17h24)

Probably the best image of  coronal structures never made.  

36 min before
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The predicted Corona for the time of  
the eclipse, from 

surface magnetic fields extrapolation
and full MHD treatment  

(Z. Mikic et al)  

Map of  the polarization 
ratio in green light, 
from the IAP exp-t 
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Partial highly processed image

(by Fourier filtering of  several frames)  

with isophotes inserted  

Nicolas Lefaudeux at 17:24 UT

Discovery of  “inclusions” 

inside the W-L corona: 

are they magnetic plasmoids? 
Star at r= 1.63 Rs
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with evidence of  turbulent larger scale dynamical effects
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Dynamical phenomena observed during the totality (# 2 min) by 

Nicolas Lefaudeux : a « first » !! 

Note the motion of  the Moon in 2. 6 min 
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eclipse sequence of  10 images during only 2 min of  totality 

Note the wavy structure (the Sun is stationary in the frames)
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Longitudinal motion 

in polar region with 

evidence of  transverse 

“displacements”: 

MHD waves!?  
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The best resolution reached today!!

N pole region (fast imaging of  partial 

frames)

by Christian Viladrich from Wyoming 17:36

What are these thread like outwardly and radially stretching structures?  

Analysis of  polar regions : believed to 

produce the FAST Solar Wind
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Why correlations are not always confirmed ? Geometric effect? Temperature effect ? 

(the temperature in polar regions is supposed to be near the T° of  formation of  

171A filter of   Fe IX which is near 0.6 to 1 million °K)    

Comparing simultaneous observations 

made from ground-based in W-L with 

AIA (SDO) EUV filtergrams
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Analysis of  Polar 

Plumes: densities and 

T° using W-L small 

scales images 

and AIA (SDO) 171 A 

and 211 A emissions

at N- pole: plumes are 

of  different T° !! 

mainly with T< 1 MK 

Not yet well-

understood!!

W-L image by J-M. Lecleire at 18h 12 

UT; AIA images processed after an 

averaging  over 10 min (50 images) 
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Spectroscopic Analysis of  

i)the low FIP Tmin region; 

ii)the high Chromosphere; 

iii)the inner and the intermediate Corona. 

-Composition, Turbulence, Flows.
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“Small spectrograph”

600 l/mm grating
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HR spectrograph 

Holographic grating 2400 l/mm
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The full 1/10 sec exp. time “chromospheric » spectrum (3 spectra/sec 

cadence) 
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Spectra at C2 

Fe XIV line overlapping the chromospheric spectrum with many low FIP lines 
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The best K+F deep coronal spectrum never obtained

(E- limb at 0.3 Rs from the limb) 

Calibrated scan using the 1 sec exp. time coronal spectrum 

(effect of  the efficiency of  the grating and effect of  the color green filter not removed; log scale)
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Spectrum K+E

Spectrum K+E+F

Solar Spectrum

for calibration

Ni XIII F- spectrum 

with b1b2b3 

of  Mg I

Fe XIV

Partial deep spectrum (summing 10 spectra from slit 4 at S, near the limb) illustrating 

the excellent S/N ratio, see the F- corona spectrum overlapping the K+E spectrum. 

Note the broad wings at the feet of  the strong FeXIV line revealing the existence of  a 

strongly turbulent (+/- 100 km/s) component of  the corona along the line of  sight.   
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Coronal image with several selected 

positions of the slit during the totality

Note the slits crossing the Moon: 

no parasitic light observed! 
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New Coronal lines: FeX or Fe XI or what? 
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New Coronal lines following classical predictions 

(were never observed before)
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About radial 

variations of the 

FeXIV line…

Note the log scale 

for intensities

Evidence of  a changing 
radial gradient: 

Collisional/ Radiative excitation ? 
Possible correlation with the 
behavior of  the non- thermal 

velocities (turbulence) 
revealing a region of  

dissipation (heating, acceleration) 
of  Alfven waves? 
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-Support to Space 
Experiments: Absolute 

Calibration, complementary 
diagnostics
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Eclipse image at large scale 

after some Fourier filtering to 

remove the effect of 

the outer F- corona (single 

exposure time). 

Note the radial extension of 

the K- corona in the outer 

corona. 

by Nicolas Lefaudeux 17:24 
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Complementarity's Ground- based and Space Observations 

Note the region were the F- corona 

dominates in brightness  
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Obrigado
Dziękuję

Heel hartelijk 

bedankt


